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Three mid-rise Seattle apartment projects that are about to open will instead be for-
sale condos.

A group of investors, developers, brokers, bankers and an architect who organized as
the Neighborhood Collection on Wednesday confirmed the listing of the 133 new
homes in Wallingford and on Capitol Hill.

The buildings will be ready for occupancy this fall: Atrium (750 11th Ave. E.),
Wallingford 45 (1601 N. 45th St.) and Edison (121 12th Ave. E.).

While a handful of apartment projects have turned into condos in Seattle, the
Neighborhood Collection projects are the first nearly completed buildings to switch from apartments to condos as the
shortage of homes for sale, while easing, remains acute.

The switch sent the number of condos for sale on Capitol Hill from 74 to 159 overnight, while inventory went from 45 to 93
in Wallingford and neighboring Ballard, Greenwood and Green Lake, according to Northwest Multiple Listing Service
(NWMLS) data.

"We always planned for this as an option," said Seattle real estate veteran Elliott Severson, principal of Wallingford
Development LLC and part of the Neighborhood Collection group. "There just is not product in this price range, especially in
the neighborhoods."

The Neighborhood Collection is targeting prices from below $400,000 to more than $800,000 for the units, all of which
will be studios and one-bedrooms.

NWMLS reported this week that the median sales price of condos last month was $525,000 on Capitol Hill and $520,000 in
and around Wallingford.

Around the group's buildings there is only one unit offered for less than $800,000, a 9-year-old home in the Pike-Pine
corridor, though a comparable 32-unit project called Hendon Condominiums opened this spring in the nearby Phinney
Ridge area.

Severson thinks pent-up demand for condos in close-in neighborhoods along with rising interest rates will spur millennials
and other buyers. "It just seems they are ready to buy," he said.

Most condominium developers in Seattle are building or proposing high-rise product in the urban core, though a mid-rise
project in the Pike-Pine corridor plans to start construction in the coming months.

Longtime Seattle builder Robert Hardy planned and launched the three Neighborhood Collection buildings as apartments.
Other members of the group are investor Greg Walton; B9 Architects Principal Bradley Khouri; listing broker Carlene Pride,
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managing broker of Pride Group NW of Realogics Sotheby’s International Realty; Realogics President and CEO Dean Jones;
and project preferred lender Brandon Ehrlich of HomeStreet Home Loans.

A preview center for the buildings will open in early September at 1420 E. Madison St. Prospective buyers can reserve a
home with a price range for a $5,000 fully-refundable deposit. Tours of the buildings will begin later in September.
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